Psyc 304: Grading Criteria for Community Service Project
OVERVIEW:
These grading criteria are for a course project that will involve volunteer work with local a non-profit
organization. On the project due dates (i.e., the due dates for the ‘preliminary draft’ and the ‘final
project’), you should hand in both paper and electronic copies of any documents/papers/etc. that you
compose and any other documentation of your experience (please email electronic copies of those
items to sjb@psych.ubc.ca). The time that the paper copies are received shall be taken as the official
hand-in time; late assignments will lose 10% per 24-hour period, including weekends. Please use APA
formatting for references, and citations.
You will be expected to maintain a journal of your experiences throughout your work with the
volunteer organization. The purpose of this journal is to: (1) serve as a means of evaluating the extent
to which your relationship with the program was of benefit to both parties, (2) evaluate your
engagement with the partner organization and your contributions. You are expected to compose
entries according to the schedule found below; the final entry will be a reflection piece--details below.
At the end of your time working with your organization, you are expected to write a reflection piece on
your experiences. After providing the reader with some background on the organization, and with a
summary of your experiences (including a critique of the relationship and of your performance in the
role you were given) you should focus in on one aspect of your experience and analyze and evaluate
that from a scholars perspective (e.g., if you are teaching children about brain damage you might want
to discuss the effectiveness of this type of program, the suitability of the materials presented, the
accuracy of the materials presented). This reflection piece should be an extended journal entry that
includes citations and references. It should not be less than 1000 words in length.
IMPORTANT: Many of you will be working in settings where confidentiality is extremely important.
You should never include any information in a journal entry that might identify an individual you have
been working with.

GRADING:
Your grade on this project is based on the journal entries and a reflection piece. These two items are
broken down separately below.
Please note that getting 100% in any one of the following grade components is usually unlikely.

PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF PROJECT (10% of Project Grade). You must hand in the

following for this due date in Term 1: One journal entry of not less than 500 words. Your grade will be
determined as follows:
Spelling and Grammar (1 mark).
Clarity of Explanations, Flow of Argument/Discussion, and Usability (3.5 marks). More generally:
the overall readability of your entries. This includes answers to the following sorts of questions: (1)
Were difficult ideas explained clearly but succinctly? (2) Was the overall structure of your written piece
logical and easy to follow? (3) Was there continuity between paragraphs and sections? (4) Was the
writing thoughtfully constructed?

Evidence of Research/Thoughtfulness (5.5 marks). This chunk involves me analyzing how much
research and thought was put in to the writing of your journal entry.

FINAL VERSION OF PROJECT: JOURNAL ENTRIES (45% of Project Grade)
Spelling and Grammar (3 marks).
Clarity of Explanations, Flow of Argument/Discussion, and Usability (16 marks). More generally:
the overall readability of your journal entries. This includes answers to the following sorts of questions:
(1) Were difficult ideas explained clearly but succinctly? (2) Was the overall structure of your written
piece logical and easy to follow? (3) Was there continuity between paragraphs and sections? (4) Was
the writing thoughtfully constructed?
Evidence of Research/Thoughtfulness (26 marks). This chunk involves me analyzing how much
research and thought was put in to the writing of your individual journal entries.
Due Dates for Journal Entries (not including the one you did as the ‘preliminary draft’). Please
email me your journal entry (you don’t have to submit paper copies until the due date for the final
project) by the end of the day on each of the following due dates: Jan 4, Jan 18, Feb 1, Feb 15, Mar 1,
Mar 15.

FINAL VERSION OF PROJECT: REFLECTION PIECE (45% of Project Grade)
When discussing a topic, make an effort to sample broadly from the literature.
Spelling and Grammar (3 marks).
Clarity of Explanations, Flow of Argument/Discussion, and Usability (14 marks). More generally:
the overall readability of your reflection piece. This includes answers to the following sorts of
questions: (1) Were difficult ideas explained clearly but succinctly? (2) Was the overall structure of your
written piece logical and easy to follow? (3) Was there continuity between paragraphs and sections? (4)
Was the writing thoughtfully constructed?
Evidence of Research/Thoughtfulness (23 marks). This, the largest component of your grade,
involves me analyzing how much research and thought was put in to the writing of your reflection
piece. Balanced criticisms of certain aspects of the literature might be one sort of evidence that you
have been thinking about and synthesizing your reading materials. Evidence of original thought is a
definite bonus here, but is not a requirement. In general, this section is assessing the quality of the
scholarship, and whether it is at an appropriate level.
Reference Section (5 marks): Its there; its formatted reasonably well; and you have at least 7 peer
reviewed references.
Due Date for Reflection Piece: Mar 29. You should hand in all of your journal entries at the same time
you hand in your reflection piece to me.

